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X-ray imaging of the dynamic magnetic vortex
core deformation
A. Vansteenkiste1*, K. W. Chou2, M. Weigand3, M. Curcic3, V. Sackmann3, H. Stoll3, T. Tyliszczak2,
G. Woltersdorf4, C. H. Back4, G. Schütz3 and B. VanWaeyenberge3

Magnetic thin-film square- or disc-shaped nanostructures with
adequate dimensions exhibit a magnetic vortex state: the
magnetization vectors lie in the film plane and curl around
the structure centre. At the very centre of the vortex, a small,
stable core exists where the magnetization points either up or
down1,2. The discovery of an easy core reversal mechanism3

did not only open the possibility of using such systems
as magnetic memories, but also initiated the fundamental
investigation of the core switching mechanism itself4–15.
Theoretical modelling predicted that the reversal is mediated
by the creation and annihilation of a vortex–antivortex pair3,4,16,
but experimental support has been lacking until now. We used
high-resolution time-resolved magnetic X-ray microscopy to
experimentally reveal the first step of the reversal process: the
dynamic deformation of the vortex core. In addition, we have
measured a critical vortex velocity above which reversal must
occur5,17. Both observations support the previously proposed
reversal mechanism.

Depending on the material type and thickness, the vortex
core diameter is typically only 10 (ref. 18) to 25 nm (ref. 19).
Although the core is very small, it significantly affects the dynamics
as it gives rise to the so-called vortex gyration mode20–22. This
mode corresponds to a circular motion of the vortex around the
structure centre. It was recently shown that a low-field excitation
of this mode can switch the out-of-plane polarization of the core3.
This was experimentally observed by determining the vortex core
polarization before and after the application of short bursts of
an alternating magnetic field3. The dynamic process behind the
switching could not be inferred from this experiment. However,
micromagnetic modelling showed that near a moving vortex core,
a region appears where the magnetization acquires an out-of-plane
component opposing the vortex core polarization. If this so-called
vortex core deformation becomes so strong that it points fully out
of the sample plane, a vortex–antivortex pair is nucleated. At this
point, the switching is initiated, as the antivortex rapidly annihilates
with the original vortex, leaving behind only the newly created
vortex core with an opposite polarization3,4,16. This annihilation
process involves a magnetic singularity, which is necessary for the
polarization reversal23.

Apart from micromagnetic simulations, the dynamic core
deformation had already been included in theoretical calcu-
lations by Novosad et al.24. Its origin and relevance for the
switching process were investigated by Yamada et al.17 and by
Guslienko et al.5. These authors showed that near a moving
vortex, a strong out-of-plane ‘kinetic’ term in the effective field
appears. It is this field that pushes the magnetization towards
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the opposite direction of the core polarization, causing the
dynamic deformation.

As the effective out-of-plane field is proportional to the velocity
of the vortex movement17, a critical velocity must exist at which a
vortex–antivortex pair is created and core switching will occur17.
The critical velocity is predicted to be independent of the strength
and type of the applied excitation and to depend only on the
exchange parameter A (ref. 5). Calculated critical velocities for
typical permalloy (Ni80Fe20) systems range from 250 (ref. 17) to
320m s−1 (ref. 5).

We have used time-resolved magnetic scanning transmission
X-ray microscopy (STXM) to image the detailed dynamics of
the out-of-plane component of the magnetization in permalloy
nanostructures. A spatial resolution of about 30 nm and a temporal
resolution of 100 ps could be reached (see the Methods section).
Micromagnetic simulations (see theMethods section) yield a vortex
core diameter of 25.4 nm (full-width at half-maximum, averaged
over the layer thickness) for the investigated structure. Although
this is smaller than the lateral resolution of the microscope, it can
still be resolved but appears smeared out19.

Figure 1a,b shows STXM images of the centre portion of
a 500 nm × 500 nm × 50 nm permalloy square structure. The
structure is excited with a continuous in-plane radiofrequency
magnetic field oscillating at a frequency of 562.5MHz, close to the
eigenfrequency of the gyrotropic mode25. Under these conditions,
a steady-state gyration of the vortex is obtained. To remove the
non-magnetic contrast contributions, reference images recorded at
a 180◦ phase shift of the radiofrequency excitation are subtracted
from the respective images. In these so-called differential images,
the vortex core appears twice: once from the original image, and
once with inverted contrast from the reference image. The positions
of these two vortex core images are mirrored with respect to
the structure centre and appear well separated when the gyration
radius is larger than the lateral resolution of themicroscope—about
30 nm. The stroboscopic images were recorded at eight phases of
the gyration cycle, with time intervals of 222 ps between them. The
last four images were then subtracted from the respective first four,
and the resulting four differential images are shown. In Fig. 1a, the
vortex core points up and appears as a red spot, marked with a
circle. Note that the vortex core gyrates anticlockwise, as dictated
by its polarization20. The blue spot in the image originates from the
subtraction of the reference image, and corresponds to a negative
image of the core appearing with a 180◦ phase shift in the gyration
cycle. The amplitude of the excitation here is 0.32mT and causes
the core to gyrate with an average velocity of (160±20)m s−1. This
velocity was determined from the average radius r of the gyration,
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Figure 1 | Experimental and simulated images of the time-dependent
out-of-plane component of the magnetization of a vortex structure.
a, Differential STXM images under a continuous 0.32 mT radiofrequency
excitation. Red/blue corresponds to the magnetization pointing up/down,
respectively. The vortex core can be seen as a red spot, marked by a circle
(the second spot originates from the subtraction of the reference image).
b, Images of the same sample, but with a 0.89 mT excitation. The dynamic
vortex core deformation is now visible as an extra spot near the vortex core.
c,d, Simulation of the steady-state vortex gyration in a permalloy structure
under similar conditions as the experiments, with and without sample
roughness (see the Methods section). The core trajectory is shown with a
dotted line. e, Differential images generated from the simulations in
d, convoluted with the experimental lateral resolution. These images can be
directly compared to the experimental images in b.

because the angular velocity 2πf is fixed and v=2πfr . The trajectory
was thus assumed to be approximately circular, which is verified by
the simulations in Fig. 1c–d.

When the excitation amplitude is increased, a larger gyration
amplitude, and consequently a larger velocity, can be observed. At
0.89mT (Fig. 1b), the average gyration velocity is (260±20)m s−1.
This excitation is already very close to the switching threshold.
When the field was increased to 1mT, the vortex core polarization
was found to be switching back and forth. Further investigation
of the images recorded just below the switching threshold reveals
an extra spot near the vortex core (also shown in Fig. 2). Having
a magnetization opposite to the core, this spot is identified as the
dynamic vortex core deformation. This deformation was predicted
as the nucleation site of the vortex–antivortex pair when the
gyration velocity reaches the threshold for core switching5,17.

Besides the direct observation of the dynamic vortex core
deformation, these experiments also enable determination of the
critical velocity for core switching. This was done by increasing the
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Figure 2 | Three-dimensional representation of the experimentally
observed vortex core profile, generated from the marked area in the last
frame of Fig. 1b. The differential intensity is proportional to the
out-of-plane magnetization. Although the features are smaller than the
resolution of the microscope and are therefore significantly smeared out,
the bipolar nature of the vortex core profile can still be clearly observed.

excitation in small steps ofmaximum12%until vortex core reversal
was observed. The critical switching velocity was estimated by
determining the maximum core velocity, right below the switching
threshold. This procedure was repeated when the excitation
frequency was detuned, away from the gyrotropic resonance where
higher excitation amplitudes are necessary to achieve switching.
The highest measured velocities of various samples at different
excitation amplitudes are shown in Fig. 3. Even when the magnetic
field amplitude required for switching varied by more than a factor
of two, the core velocity just below the threshold was found to be
constant within the experimental error. The vortex core velocity
thus seems indeed to be the critical switching parameter, regardless
of excitation amplitude and frequency.

The experimental results could be well reproduced by
micromagnetic simulations. A permalloy platelet with the same
dimensions as the experimentally investigated ones was simu-
lated. In Fig. 1c, the simulated out-of-plane component of the
magnetization is shown during a steady-state gyration just below
the switching threshold. The vortex core deformation can be
distinguished as a spot with opposite polarization next to the vortex
core. The strength of the deformation is not entirely constant,
but its fluctuations follow the four-fold symmetry of the square
sample. To reproduce the experimental results as well as possible,
simulations including a small surface roughness (see the Methods
section) were carried out as well (Fig. 1d). In our evaporated thin
films, such surface roughness is inevitable. The roughness did not
change the underlying switching mechanism itself, but was found
to only induce some extra fluctuations in the deformation profile
as well as some extra out-of-plane magnetization components, as is
also seen in the experimental images.

To illustrate the correspondence between the simulations and
the experiments, a series of differential images was generated
from the simulations with roughness (Fig. 1d). These are obtained
using the same procedure as the experimental differential images
(from each image, the image corresponding to a 180◦ phase shift
of the radiofrequency excitation has been subtracted), and have
been convoluted with a Gaussian function corresponding to the
lateral resolution of the microscope. The position and size of the
deformation in these images can be seen to convincingly mimic the
experimental data in Fig. 1b.

From the simulations, an instantaneous critical velocity of
300m s−1 was found, which is well in the range of the predicted
velocities5,17. The vortex core velocity was however found to
fluctuate along the trajectory. This is not due only to the periodic
acceleration by the radiofrequency field, but also due to the
surface roughness. Therefore, the average velocity over one period
was slightly lower than the peak velocity: about 280m s−1. This
is in good agreement with the experimental average velocities,
considering that the experimental values are lower limits of the
actual switching threshold. The observation of both the dynamic
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Figure 3 |Magnetic field amplitudes B0,thr and average vortex velocities
vthr just below the threshold for core switching, determined for different
excitation frequencies f near the gyrotropic resonance of three
500 nm×500 nm×50 nm permalloy samples. The critical field required
for switching (red points) varies by more than a factor of two when the
excitation frequency is detuned away from the resonance. The critical
velocity (blue points), however, remains constant within the experimental
error (the standard deviation of the velocities, determined at eight different
phases of the motion, rounded up). The dashed curves are a guide to
the eye.

vortex core deformation and the critical vortex velocity are thus
in agreement with the model for vortex core reversal through the
creation and annihilation of a vortex–antivortex pair.

Methods
Experiments. High-resolution images of the vortex core dynamics in permalloy
nanostructures were recorded using the scanning transmission X-ray microscope
at the Advanced Light Source (beamline 11.0.2; ref. 26). This microscope has a
resolution of about 30 nm. The presented images were slightly smoothed to reduce
the noise, without losing significant information (the pixel size was 5 nm, well below
the resolution of the microscope). No smoothing was applied during the quanti-
tative analysis of the data. The investigated nanostructures were square-shaped and
patterned from an evaporated permalloy film on top of a 2.5-µm-wide and 150-nm-
thick Cu stripline used for the magnetic excitation. The magnetization is imaged
using the X-ray magnetic circular dichroism effect27. By orienting the sample plane
perpendicular to the photon beam, the out-of-plane component of the magneti-
zation is measured, enabling direct imaging of the vortex core19. A radiofrequency
current is transmitted through the stripline underneath the magnetic structures
and induces an in-plane radiofrequency magnetic field B(t )= B0 sin(2πft ). By
synchronizing the excitation with the X-ray flashes of the synchrotron, stroboscopic
images of the moving vortex core can be recorded. The time resolution of these
images is limited by the width of the photon flashes to about 100 ps.

Simulations. A 500 nm×500 nm×50 nm platelet was simulated with a cell
size of 3.9 nm×3.9 nm×±12.5 nm. Typical material parameters for permalloy
were used: saturation magnetization Ms = 800×103 Am−1, exchange constant
A= 13×10−12 Jm−1, damping parameter α= 0.01, anisotropy constant K1 = 0.
An excitation of 1.9mT at 562.5MHz was applied, which is just below the
switching threshold. The amumagmicromagnetic package, an in-house-developed
three-dimensional finite-element code, was used to solve the Landau–Lifshitz
equation28. The source code is available at http://code.google.com/p/amumag. The
fast multipole method29 was used to calculate the magnetostatic fields, assuming
constant magnetization in each of the hexahedral cells. The simulations did not
include thermal fluctuations. To match the realistic sample geometry as closely
as possible, a small random surface roughness was introduced (r.m.s. amplitude
≈5 nm, correlation length≈20 nm).
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